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Coronary artery disease is the most common form of heart disease and is a lead-
ing cause of death worldwide. The standard diagnostic tool for coronary artery
disease is x-ray angiography. Angiogram sequences are routinely captured for
diagnosis and treatment of coronary artery diseases. As angiograms are 2D im-
ages, it is useful to reconstruct the 4D (3D-plus-time) structure of coronary ar-
teries to better assist the cardiologist in diagnosis and treatment. To achieve this
goal, it is necessary to track the coronary arteries in the angiogram sequences.
However, it is a very difficult and challenging task because the arteries become
visible and later invisible as contrast agent flows through them. Moreover, they
change shape over time due to the motion of the heart and the chest.
To address these issues, this thesis proposes a novel method that automatically
tracks major junctions of the blood vessels. It automatically extracts the blood
vessel branches and junctions. A junction is characterized by a descriptor vec-
tor of the angles and widths of every branch of the junction. Junctions are
tracked by matching their descriptors in successive angiogram frames. Also,
an augmented graph is constructed to represent the connectivity patterns of the
junctions in each frame. Then, the augmented graphs are used to disambiguate
between possible candidate matches and estimate the locations of missing junc-
tions.
The algorithm is applied to 6 angiogram sequences that are taken for one patient
in different view points. Test results show that the algorithm can correctly track
most of the junctions most of the time.
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Coronary artery disease is the most common form of heart disease and is
a leading cause of death worldwide. It is one of the root causes of chest pain,
heart failure and abnormal heart rate. As reported by National Center for Health
Statistics, 25.4% of the total deaths in US is caused by coronary artery disease
[44]. In coronary artery disease, a combination of fatty material, calcium, and
scar tissue builds up in the arteries and causes the narrowing or blockage of the
arteries. If this situation is not treated, it will lead to heart muscle damage or
death in the long term.
The standard diagnostic tool for coronary artery disease is x-ray angiogra-
phy. In x-ray angiography, a patient is placed on a bed between a C-arm device
(Figure 1.1). The C-arm has an x-ray source and a fluorescent screen on its two
ends. A catheter is inserted into the patient’s artery and a radio-opaque contrast
agent is injecting into the patient’s blood. As the contrast agent flows through
the arteries, the blood vessels can be visualized on the angiogram images gen-
erated by the C-arm.
Angiograms are 2D images. To better understand the 3D structure of coro-
nary arteries, angiogram sequences are often taken at different view points by
rotating the C-arm around the patient’s chest (Figure 1.1). Two approaches have
been investigated to reconstruct a 3D model of the coronary arteries: biplane
angiography and rotational angiography. Biplane angiography uses a special
equipment with two x-ray sources and two sensors to take the x-ray images at
two different view points simultaneously [6,11,20,36]. Then, the images at two
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Figure 1.1: Angiography device: C-arm (Image from
http://www.medical.siemens.com).
view points can be used to reconstruct 3D model of the coronary arteries. Rota-
tional angiography takes the angiogram sequences by performing a continuous
rotation of C-arm around the patient [3,22,40,48]. As all view points are on the
same plane, tomography technique can be applied to reconstruct the 3D model.
Biplane and rotational angiography have some shortcomings. Biplane an-
giography needs special equipment to capture two views of the coronary arter-
ies at the same time. Rotational angiography exposes the patient to additional
x-ray radiation. Both approaches are not routinely applied in clinical practice. It
would be clinically more useful to reconstruct a 3D model of coronary arteries
using multi-view angiograms that are routinely captured in clinical practice.
A 3D model is stationary and lacks dynamic information of coronary arter-
ies. A 4D (3D plus time) model provides complete information about the coro-
nary arteries. To obtain a 4D model, two important steps are needed: (1) track
the coronary arteries within each angiogram sequence and (2) establish corre-
spondence between coronary arteries in different views. This thesis focuses on
the first step.
Four image frames from an angiogram sequence are shown in Figure 1.2.
They show the different states of the coronary arteries when the contrast agent
flows through them. From the images, we observe the following characteristics




Figure 1.2: Frames from heart angiogram sequence.
• Blood vessels appear and disappear with contrast agent in the blood.
• Blood vessels’ intensities and apparent widths change over time.
• Blood vessels’ shapes change over time due to motion of heart and chest.
Therefore, tracking of blood vessels in angiogram sequences is a very difficult
and challenging task.
A number of methods have been developed for blood vessel tracking. They
can be categorized into two groups: elastic skeleton method [7, 28, 38, 39, 46,
47] and landmark tracking method [1]. Elastic skeleton method regards blood
vessels as active curves and deform the curves in the current frame to match the
curves in next frame. In general, active curves are sensitive to noise and changes
of intensity and shape of the blood vessels. They require the user to initialize the
active curves manually, and they typically track only one blood vessel branch at
a time.
Landmark tracking method tracks distinct landmarks such as junctions of
blood vessels instead of the whole blood vessels. To our best knowledge, there
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is only one work that uses landmark tracking method [1]. It requires the user
to indicate the location of a junction to be tracked. It characterizes a junction
by its locations and angles between the branches, and tracks the junction by
searching for a corresponding junction in the next frame with similar branch
angles. Thus, it is less sensitive to intensity change. However, it is unable to
identify the correct match when multiple junctions with similar branch angles
are present in the next frame. Moreover, it can lose track when one or more
branches of a junction disappear as the contrast agent exits the blood vessels.
To address these issues, this thesis proposes a novel method that automat-
ically constructs and tracks the tree structure of junctions. It defines a more
robust descriptor for tracking blood vessel junctions. In contrast to the existing
junction tracking method, our method tracks the junctions without user inputs.
Robust matching of shape descriptor is used, so it is less sensitive to intensity
and shape change of junctions. Moreover, our method constructs an augmented
graph that describes the connectivity pattern of the blood vessel branches in each
frame. It uses the augmented graphs to disambiguate between possible candi-
date matches and estimate the possible locations of missing junctions. Com-
pared with existing methods, our method is more practical, accurate and robust.
1.2 Thesis Objectives
The objective of this thesis is to develop an algorithm to track the blood
vessels in the angiogram sequences. The algorithm requires the following prop-
erties:
• The algorithm should be effective and efficient.
• The algorithm should require none or fewer user inputs.
The most distinguishing parts of the coronary arteries are the junctions of the
blood vessels. Furthermore, the structure of the entire coronary arteries is de-
termined by the connection and position of the junctions. Therefore, this thesis
focuses on tracking the junctions.
In this thesis, blood vessel extraction is based on the blood vessel enhance-
ment method developed by Frangi et al. [10]. With the extracted blood vessels,
a novel junction tracking method is developed based on the tree structure of
junctions. The contributions of this thesis are as follows:
• Development of robust and accurate method for tracking junctions con-
strained by structural information of the blood vessels.
• Integrated the tracking method into a fully automatic blood vessel extrac-
tion and tracking algorithm.
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1.3 Thesis Organization
Existing blood vessel extraction and tracking algorithms are reviewed in
Chapter 2. The details of our method are discussed in Chapter 3. The method
consists of three stages: multi-scaled image enhancement (Section 3.1), junc-
tion extraction (Section 3.2) and junction tracking (Section 3.3). The tracking
method is applied to six angiogram sequences and results are shown and dis-




Blood vessel tracking finds the corresponding points of the blood vessels
in a temporal image sequence. A number of methods have been developed for
finding corresponding points in blood vessel image registration [2,5,14,41,45].
However, blood vessel tracking is a different problem from registration. In regis-
tration, the input images are usually captured in different views. The difference
between images is due to change of view points and can be large. For blood ves-
sel tracking, the input images are adjacent frames in a temporal sequence. The
difference between images is due to the motion of blood vessels and is usually
small between consecutive images. However, there is a large number of frames
in an image sequence, and the blood vessels may change intensity and shape as
is the case for angiogram sequence. Therefore, only relevant methods for blood
vessel tracking are discussed in this section.
Before blood vessels can be tracked, they must be extracted from the input
image or image sequence. So, this chapter first presents a brief summary of
existing blood vessel extraction algorithms (Section 2.1), followed by a more
detailed review of existing blood vessel tracking algorithms (Section 2.2).
2.1 Blood Vessel Extraction Algorithms
Various techniques have been developed for blood vessel extraction. Ex-
isting techniques include snake, level set, tracking-based, artificial intelligence,
and matched filtering. Kirbas and Quek published a detailed review and com-
parison of all these methods [16]. This section presents a brief summary of these
methods.
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In snake methods, the contours of blood vessels are modeled as active curves
that deform under the influence of internal and external forces [17,21,33]. When
these forces are balanced and the energy is minimized, the active curves should
approach the contours of the blood vessels. These methods have some intrinsic
shortcomings. For example, they are very sensitive to initialization and noise.
Level set methods represent the contours of blood vessels in 3D by a level
set function [25, 31, 35]. This function is the signed distance function to the
contours and it keeps all possible states of the blood vessels’ contours. Hence,
the propagating velocity of the contours is captured implicitly in the level set
function. In the level set method, starting from a small circle within the vessel,
it propagates to fit the boundaries of the blood vessels. It is useful for extract-
ing blood vessels with complex topology. However, it is prone to leaking into
undesired regions.
Tracking-based methods start from a set of seed points in the central axis
of the blood vessels and trace the corresponding branches of the blood vessels
iteratively [12, 24, 42]. For each seed point, the vessel width and direction are
initialized either manually or automatically. Starting from the seed point, the
method iteratively traces the next point in the central axis based on the direction
of the current point. The new vessel width and direction of the new point is then
computed from the local area of the image. This process is applied iteratively to
trace the blood vessels. Tracking-based methods are intuitive and can extract the
blood vessels efficiently. However, the disadvantage of tracing-based methods
is that they requires user intervention to select the seed points.
Artificial intelligence methods utilize knowledge-based system to guide the
blood vessel extraction [32, 37]. The knowledge of blood vessels is learned
from the angiographic images and encoded in the form of a set of rules. For
example, rules such as vessels have high intensity centerlines, comprise high
intensity regions bordered by parallel edges, etc., are defined in the knowledge-
based system of Smets et al. [37]. Based on these rules, the blood vessels are
extracted accordingly. AI methods perform well in terms of accuracy, but they
have high computational complexity compared with other methods.
Matched filtering methods extract blood vessels by detecting tubular features
corresponding to blood vessels. These methods convolve the image with mul-
tiple matched filters tuned to respond to tubular patterns [13, 15, 26, 30]. Since
the blood vessels in an image differs in orientations and sizes, it is crucial to
design filters that respond to vessels with different orientations and sizes. Early
matched filtering methods use fixed-sized filters to detect blood vessels [4, 29].
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For example, Orkisz et al. [29] uses a median filter with a fixed size to ex-
tract vessels in different orientations. These single-scaled filters detect blood
vessels that match the filters’ sizes, but they have problems extracting vessels
that vary in size. Multi-scaled filters were introduced to address this prob-
lem [10, 19, 23, 34]. In the method of Lorenz et al. [23], blood vessels are ex-
tracted by a non-linear multi-scaled filter based on the first derivative of Gaus-
sian along a proper orientation. Another example is the multi-scaled Gabor
filters of Sang et al. [34]. Their multi-scaled filters extract blood vessels in dif-
ferent sizes accurately in poor contrast and noisy background. As the matched
filters are oriented, these methods can also detect the orientations of the blood
vessels. Therefore, with well designed filters, matched filtering methods are ca-
pable of extracting blood vessels of different sizes and orientations accurately
and automatically.
Among the existing methods, matched filtering methods are the most ro-
bust methods. Compared with other methods, they can extract blood vessels
accurately and automatically even in noisy background. One example of these
methods is developed by Frangi et al. [10]. Their method computes the Hessian
matrix of image by convolving the image with second derivatives of Gaussian
kernels. Principal component analysis is applied to the Hessian matrix. The
principle directions give the orientation of the blood vessels while the eigenval-
ues give the likelihood of the existence of true blood vessels. Finally, the filter
responses of different scales are integrated to form the final filtering result. In
this thesis, we use this method to extract the blood vessels. Details of Frangi’s
algorithm will be discussed in Chapter 3.
2.2 Blood Vessel Tracking Algorithms
Blood vessel tracking estimates the correspondence of blood vessels be-
tween adjacent frames. It can be used to obtain the dynamics of the coronary
arteries. Existing methods for blood vessel tracking can be categorized into two
groups:
• Elastic skeleton method
• Landmark tracking method
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2.2.1 Elastic Skeleton Method
In elastic skeleton method, the center lines of blood vessels are regarded as
active curves. The correspondence of blood vessels between successive image
frames is estimated by deforming the curve in one frame to match that in the
next frame. Curve deformation is regarded as an energy-minimization process,
guided by external force and internal force. Elastic skeleton method can be
divided into two groups: snake method and template string method.
Snake
In snake method, the center line of a blood vessel is a curve s represented by
connected points s(i), i ∈ [1,n] [7, 28, 38, 39]. The energy of the curve has two
parts: the internal energy due to smoothness constraints and external energy due
to image features:
E = Eint+Eext (2.1)





(|Di−Di−1|+ |k1(i)− k2( f (i))|+ | f (i)− f (i−1)|) (2.2)
where the first term |Di−Di−1| is the motion smoothness constraint and Di is the
displacement of point s(i). The second term is the shape similarity constraint. It
denotes the difference between the local curvatures at point s1(i) and s2( f (i)),
where s2( f (i)) is the correspondence of point s1(i). The last term | f (i)− f (i−
1)| ensures the uniformity of matching, where f (i) is the index of the point in s2
matched to s1(i) (Figure 2.1). In traditional snake method, the external energy






where I(s(i)) is the image intensities of the point s(i). This energy attracts the
snake to low intensity regions that would be the center lines of blood vessels.
When the energy E in Equation 2.1 is minimized, the snake is deformed to
match the center line of the blood vessel.
With a good initialization and well defined energy function, the snake can
deform well to fit the blood vessel. But it is sensitive to noise and large shape
change of the blood vessel. To improve it, Fallavollita and Cheriet replace the
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Figure 2.1: Internal energy of snake. Internal forces deform the center line of
blood vessel in one frame to match that in next frame (Image from [38]).
usual external force by gradient vector flow field (GVF) [8]. GVF is a vector
field derived from the diffusion of the gradient vectors of a gray-level or binary
edge map derived from the image [43]. Although GVF is less sensitive to ini-
tialization than traditional snake, it still requires a good initialization and can
also be distracted by noise.
Another problem of snake method is that the curve representing the blood
vessel may shrink, grow or drift along the vessel from frame to frame. In these
cases, snake method cannot guarantee correct tracking of the points in the blood
vessel center line. Moreover, it can track only one blood vessel branch at a time.
Template String
To prevent shrinking, growing or drifting of the snake, template matching
technique is included in the snake model to improve the external force [46, 47].
Template matching technique estimates the correspondence of interest points
by applying a template of an interest point in current frame to match the interest
point in the next frame. Generally, a template is represented by a window around






(Iw(st(i))− Iw(st+1( f (i)))) (2.4)
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.2: Template string. (a) The snake of the blood vessel. (b) The template
string of the blood vessel (Image from [47]).
where Iw is the template with width w around the point in the snake. f (i) is the
corresponding point of i. As shown in Figure 2.2, the blood vessel is no longer a
snake curve, but a string of template windows. When minimizing the energy of
this template string, the external force will pull that small window at each point
to a best matching point in the next frame.
Template string method can solve the problem of shrinking, growing or drift-
ing of the curve when tracking the blood vessel. However, it is sensitive to
change in image intensity and large shape change of the blood vessel.
2.2.2 Landmark Tracking Method
Instead of tracking the whole blood vessel, an alternative is to track distinct
landmarks of the blood vessels. For example, junctions of the blood vessels can
be used as landmarks [1].
Bellemare et al. [1] represent the junction as a simple Y geometric structure
(Figure 2.3). They manually select the junction and track it by looking for a
similar Y shape in the next frame. The Y shape is geometrically defined by a
descriptor of 5 parameters:
Y = (cx,cy,θ1,θ2,θ3) (2.5)
The first two parameters are the coordinates of the junction’s center point. The
other three parameters are the three angles subtended by the branches of the
11
(a) (b)
Figure 2.3: Junction Y shapes (Image from [1]).
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2.4: Junction descriptor. (a) The junction in the image. (b) The Y shape
of the junction. (c) The descriptor of the junction.
Y shape (Figure 2.4). The correspondence of the junction is searched within a
50×50 pixels window centered at (cx,cy) in the next frame. The junction with






Junction landmark tracking method is robust against intensity change and
background noise. However, it is unable to identify the correct match when mul-
tiple junctions with similar branch angles are present in the next frame. More-
over, it can lose track when one or more branches of a junction disappear as the
contrast agent exits the blood vessels.
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2.2.3 Summary
In this section, existing blood vessel tracking methods are reviewed, which
include elastic skeleton method and landmark tracking method.
Elastic skeleton methods regard blood vessels as active curves (i.e., snakes).
They track the blood vessels by deforming and registering active curves to the
centerlines of the blood vessels in each frame. In general, these methods are
sensitive to noise and changes of intensity and shape of the blood vessels. They
require the user to initialize the active curves manually, and they typically track
only one blood vessel branch at a time.
Landmark tracking method uses junctions for tracking instead of the whole
blood vessels. The existing method uses the junction center and branch angles
as the descriptor of the junction. Thus, it is less sensitive to the image intensity
change and noise. However, it is unable to identify the correct match when mul-
tiple junctions with similar branch angles are present in the next frame. More-
over, it can lose track when one or more branches of a junction disappear as the
contrast agent exits the blood vessels.
The characteristics of existing blood vessel tracking methods are illustrated
in Table 2.1. From the table, it is observed that a more robust method is needed
to track the blood vessels automatically. The method should be invariant to the
intensity change, noise and shape change of the blood vessel. Our proposed




In contrast to existing methods, our method extracts the blood vessels and
the junctions automatically. An image enhancement method is used to enhance
the coronary arteries in the angiograms to facilitate the extraction of blood ves-
sels and junctions. In addition, an augmented graph of the junctions is used
to verify the matches and estimate unmatched junctions. Thus, our method is
more robust than existing methods. The complete algorithm consists of three
main stages:
• Multi-scaled image enhancement
• Landmark extraction and characterization
• Junction tracking
3.1 Multi-scaled Image Enhancement
In this stage, an angiogram image is enhanced using the method developed
by Frangi et al. [10]. This method enhances tubular structures in different ori-
entations and scales to facilitate the extraction of blood vessels and junctions in
the next stage. It consists of three main steps:
• Image filtering by Gaussian derivatives
• Blood vessel enhancement in one scale
• Integration of multi-scaled enhancements
14
Figure 3.1: The second-order derivative of a Gaussian kernel (Image from [10]).
3.1.1 Image Filtering by Gaussian Derivatives
To enhance the tubular structure in the image, the image is first filtered by
the second derivatives of Gaussian to obtain the Hessian matrix of the image.
















where Dxx, Dxy and Dyy are the second-order partial derivatives of the image,
respectively. In linear scale-space theory [9, 18], the derivative of image I at a








where the parameter γ defines a family of normalized derivatives.
As shown in Figure 3.1, the second-derivative of a Gaussian kernel at scale
s gives a probe kernel that measures the intensity contrast in the direction of the
derivative. This measure is small in the background where there is no tubular
structure and lacks contrast. On the other hand, it has a large measure at a blood
vessel of width 2s. Therefore, the Hessian at scale s has a strong response for
the blood vessels with scale s.
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(a) Input (b) Dxx
(c) Dxy (d) Dyy
Figure 3.2: The second-order partial derivatives of the image.
3.1.2 Blood Vessel Enhancement in One Scale
The second-order partial derivatives of an image gives the intensity variation
that implies the directions along tubular structures. Figure 3.2 gives the second-
order partial derivatives, that is Dxx, Dxy and Dyy of an image at a certain scale.
As shown in the figure, tubular structures in the directions of x-axis (horizon-
tal), diagonal and y-axis (vertical) have a large response in the corresponding
image. Therefore, it is intuitive to investigate the tubular structures in an image
by analyzing its Hessian matrix.
The second-order structure of an image I in the neighbor δp of a point p is
given in terms of its Hessian matrix:
∂ 2
∂ (δp)2
I(p) = δpTHδp (3.3)
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Figure 3.3: The eigenvectors of the Hessian locally. v1 and v2 indicate the
directions along and perpendicular to a tubular structure. λ1, λ2 denote the cor-
responding eigenvalues, respectively.
Furthermore, from the definition of eigenvalues:
Hvk = λkvk (3.4)
where λk denotes the corresponding eigenvalue of the k-th normalized eigenvec-
tor vk of the Hessian H. Multiplying Equation 3.4 with vTk , we get:
vTk Hvk = λk (3.5)
The right side of Equation 3.3 is similar to the left side of Equation 3.5. The
two equations imply that: H maps a spherical neighborhood centered at p onto
an ellipse whose axes are along the direction of the eigenvectors of the Hessian
and the axis’s semi-length is the magnitude of the corresponding eigenvalues.
This ellipse illustrates the local second-order structure of the image. As shown
in Figure 3.3, v1 indicates the direction along a tubular structure with minimum
intensity variation at scale s. λ1,λ2 denote the eigenvalues corresponding to the
normalized eigenvectors v1,v2 of the Hessian.
The directions along and perpendicular to tubular structures can be deter-
mined from the local principal components of the Hessian. Particularly, a pixel
belonging to blood vessels is signaled by λ1 being small and λ2 with a large
magnitude. That is, the ideal tubular structure in the image should have
λ1 ≈ 0,
λ1  λ2. (3.6)
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Accordingly, a vessel pixel has a small ratio R = λ1/λ2 and the ratio R can be
used to identify vessel pixels.
Blood vessel enhancement using only the ratio R is not sufficient. Back-
ground pixels may produce unpredictable enhancing response due to random
noise fluctuations. The magnitudes of the derivatives (thus the eigenvalues) are






can be used to distinguish noise from possible blood vessels. S is large for blood
vessels and small for background pixels.
Combining the two components in Equation 3.6 and 3.7, blood vessel pixel
p at a certain scale s is enhanced by the following vessel measure:






where α and β are thresholds controlling its sensitivity to the measures R and S.
By using the product of the two measures, the response is maximal only if both
of the two measures are satisfied, i.e., R is small and S is large.
3.1.3 Integration of Multi-scaled Enhancements
Blood vessels in an image have different scales. To have good enhancement
results for all blood vessels, vessel measure in Equation 3.8 is applied at various
scale to an image. The measure responses at different scales are integrated to




where smin and smax are the maximum and minimum scales of the blood vessels.
They are chosen so as to cover the range of widths of blood vessels. The multi-
scaled enhancement process is illustrated in Figure 3.4. The first four images
show the vessel enhancement results obtained at increasing scales. The last
image is the integrated result of the 4 enhancements using Equation 3.9.
Figure 3.5 shows a sample result of blood vessel enhancement. The left
image is the input x-ray image. The right image shows the enhancement result.
As shown in the figure, blood vessels at different scales are enhanced whereas
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Figure 3.4: Multi-scaled enhancement illustration. The first 4 images show the
vessel enhancement results obtained at increasing scales. The last one is the
integrated result of the previous 4 enhancements (Image from [10]).
(a) (b)
Figure 3.5: Multi-scaled filtering of blood vessel. (a) Input image. (b) Multi-
scaled enhancement result.
the background is suppressed. However, some tubular backgrounds are also
enhanced. For this step, the emphasis is to get as many blood vessels as possible.
Noise will be filtered out in a later process.
3.2 Landmark Extraction and Characterization
This stage extracts the blood vessels and their junctions, and constructs the
augmented graph. First, the enhanced image is turned into a binary image by
thresholding. Next, the binary image is skeletonized and junctions and end
points are extracted from the blood vessel skeleton and a junction graph is built
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Figure 3.6: Binary image of blood vessel.
according to their connectivity in the blood vessels. Finally, the junctions are
characterized by the branch angels and widths. There are four main steps in this
stage:
• Image binarization




After vessel enhancement, the processed image is still in gray scale and
needs to be binarized before skeletonization. As the background has a lower
intensity than the blood vessels, a small threshold is used to filter out the back-
ground. Most of the background regions can be filtered out using a threshold
value of 0.2 for the intensity range of [0,1].
The binarization result is given in Figure 3.6. After thresholding, the re-
sultant image is a binary image with white pixels for blood vessels and black
pixels for background. Furthermore, the image boundaries are cropped to ex-
clude noise since the blood vessels are all within the central area of the image.
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Figure 3.7: Blood vessel skeleton.
3.2.2 Blood Vessel Skeletonization
With the binary image, skeletonization is used to obtain the blood vessel
skeleton. The skeletonization technique used in this thesis is a morphological
operation. It is a useful tool in terms of extracting the geometrical structures
in a binary image. It analyzes the binary image by using a probe, a simple and
pre-defined shape, to detect components such as object boundaries or skeletons.
Skeletonization in morphology calculates the medial axis so that points on
this axis are at the same distance to its nearby borders. It is analogous to re-
moving pixels at the edges of an object simultaneously. The removal process
proceeds towards the center, without breaking the objects apart, until only sin-
gle pixel is left. The remaining pixels make up the object’s skeleton.
In this thesis, we use the function bwmorph in Image Processing Toolbox of
MATLAB to do the skeletonization. After skeletonization, the blood vessels are
one pixel wide (Figure 3.7).
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Figure 3.8: Illustration of elements in the graph of junctions G. u and v are
vertices. b is the branch that connects u and v. s(b,u) and s(b,v) are the branch
segments of branch b at vertices u and v.
3.2.3 Landmark Extraction
In this step, junctions and end points are extracted and a graph of junctions
is obtained by traversing the blood vessel skeleton. In the skeleton image, the
skeleton point has value 1 while the background point has value 0. We define
the connectivity of a skeleton point in terms of the number of skeleton points in
its 8-neighborhood. That is, for a skeleton point with two neighboring skeleton
points, it is a 2-connected point. In this context, there are three kinds of skeleton
points in terms of their connectivity: (1) the end points of the skeleton are 1-
connected, (2) the normal skeleton points are 2-connected, and (3) the junction
points are k-connected where k ≥ 3. For each junction point, we define this
point together with its 8 neighbors as a junction block. In the case that several
junction blocks overlap with each other, only the junction block with the most
junction points is considered as a junction.
An augmented graph of junctions G = (V, S, B) is obtained by traversing
the blood vessel skeleton, where V is the set of vertices, S is the set of branch
segments and B is the set of branches. A vertex v ∈V is either a junction or an
end point. A branch segment s ∈ S is a short segment attached to a vertex. It
is characterized by its angle θ and width w. A branch b ∈ B is a sequence of
connected points between two vertices (Figure 3.8). Branch segments s(b, u)
and s(b, v) are the short segments of branch b at vertices u and v. This graph
records the connectivity information of junctions and end points. In addition,
we define the path P(u, v) as a connected sequence of branches from u to v, that
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.9: Branch angles and widths of junctions. (a) The Y shapes give the
angles of the junction. (b) The width of each branch is represented by the cross
section.
is, P(u,v) = {b1, ..., bm}, bi ∈ B, where b1 is connected to u and bm is connected
to v.
3.2.4 Junction Characterization
A junction can be characterized by features such as its position, the intensity
of its neighbors, its branch angles and branch widths. However, only the fea-
tures that are invariant between adjacent frames are good for tracking. In this
context, the position is not a good feature since it keeps changing throughout
the sequence. The intensity of the block around a junction also changes be-
cause of movement of blood vessel and the flow of contrast agent. In contrast,
the branch angles and widths change less significantly between two adjacent
frames. Therefore, the branch angels and widths are then used to characterize
the junction.
A junction v is characterized by the following feature descriptor D :
D(v) = (n, si, w), i= 1, ...,n (3.10)
where n is the number of branches, si = (θi, wi) is the branch segment for the
i-th branch, and w is the average branch width (Figure 3.9).
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3.3 Junction Tracking
This section discusses the junction tracking algorithm. The junction is tracked
by searching for a similar junction in the next frame. Similarity is measured by
the difference of the two junctions’ descriptors defined in Equation 3.10. In
the following sections, an overview of our algorithm is first given, followed by
details of each step.
3.3.1 Overview of Tracking Algorithm
For each frame i in the angiogram sequence, a graph of junctions G is ob-
tained to characterize the blood vessels. Junction tracking aims at finding the
correspondence between the junctions in the graphs G and G′ of two consecutive
frames.
In the angiogram sequence, the junctions appear and disappear when the
contrast agent flows through the blood vessels. Therefore, we start the track-
ing from an intermediate frame that has the largest number of junctions in the
sequence. Junctions are tracked frame by frame in forward and backward direc-
tions.
The overview of our tracking algorithm is given in Algorithm 3.1. There
are three main stages in our tracking algorithm: matching, verification and esti-
mation. In our algorithm, junctions in different statuses are defined as follows:
matched junction is the junction having candidate correspondence, and con-
firmed junction is the junction whose correspondence has been confirmed by
structural consistency.
Firstly, all the junctions are designated as unmatched junctions. In the
matching step, candidate correspondences of junctions are first determined based
on the difference d(u, v) of the junction descriptors. Junctions with candidate
correspondences are designated as matched junctions. After that, matched junc-
tions are verified according to structural consistency of the junction graphs and
designated as either confirmed or unmatched. Finally, the locations of un-
matched junctions are estimated using structural information of the junction
graphs.
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Algorithm 3.1 Tracking junctions over frames.
1. Start with frame t that has the most junctions.
All the junctions are designated as unmatched junctions.
2. Matching (Section 3.3.2):
For each unmatched junction u ∈ G:
• Find candidate correspondence c(u) ∈ G′. If c(u) exist, u is called a
unconfirmed (matched) junction.
3. Verification (Section 3.3.3):
(a) Confirm the correspondence c(u) of the junction u with the smallest
match difference.
(b) For each confirmed junction u:
• Confirm the correspondence of its connected matched neigh-
bors v based on structural consistency, if possible.
• If confirmation is possible, designate v as confirmed.
Otherwise, designate v as unmatched.
(c) For each unconfirmed junction v:
• Find a confirmed junction u along a connected path to confirm
v’s correspondence based on structural consistency, if possible.
• If confirmation is possible, designate v as confirmed.
Otherwise, designate v as unmatched.
(d) Repeat at Step 3(b) until all unconfirmed junctions are designated as
either confirmed or unmatched.
4. Estimation (Section 3.3.4):
For each unmatched junction v:
• Find confirmed junction u and the path P that connects u and v.
• Mark corresponding position along corresponding path P′ of P as
c(v).
5. Repeat for each frame in forward and backward direction.
3.3.2 Matching
This stage searches for the candidate correspondences of the junctions be-
tween two consecutive frames. The match difference between two junctions u
and v with the same number n of branches is measured according to their de-
scriptors:










where α1 and α2 are the coefficients to balance the weights of the branch angle
difference and the width difference. θi and wi are the angle and width of the i-th
branch segment si of junction u. Parameters α1, α2 are determined empirically
and α1 = 10, α2 = 2 are used in this thesis. Branch angle difference between
two angles θ1 and θ2 is computed as:
d(θ1, θ2) = min(|θ1−θ2|, 2pi−|θ1−θ2|) (3.12)
For a junction u in G, the two most similar junctions in G′ are detected within
the search window 50×50 centered at the position of u in the next frame. Let v1
and v2 denote the two most similar junctions of u such that d(u, v1)< d(u, v2).
If d(u,v1)≤Γ and there is d(u,v1) d(u,v2), then v1 is a candidate correspond-
ing junction of u, denoted as c(u). u is called a matched junction. Otherwise, u
has no candidate corresponding junction and it is called an unmatched junction.
The threshold Γ is the nearest neighbor criterion. This criterion is applied to
ensure that v is an unambiguous good match of u. In this thesis, threshold Γ is
set as 0.8 empirically.
There are cases that more than one junction in G match the same junction
in G′. In this case, we keep all the matches here and will determine the right
correspondence in the verification step.
3.3.3 Verification
In the matching stage, candidate correspondences of the junctions in G have
been determined. However, it is possible that two junctions having similar de-
scriptors are actually not corresponding junctions (Figure 3.10). The tracking
algorithm based on the junction descriptor alone will have problem in this case.
To solve this problem, the method uses the structural consistency of the junc-
tion graph to verify the candidate correspondence of the junctions. This stage
has four main steps and it is implemented with an ordered list R of confirmed
junctions. R is initialized as an empty set.
Step (a) Since the junction u with smallest match difference is most likely to
have correct match, its correspondence c(u) is confirmed and u is added to R.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.10: Different junctions with similar descriptors in adjacent frames. The
two junctions marked by the white square in (a) and (b) have similar descriptors
but not the same junction.
Step (b) The main idea is to propagate the confirmation of correspondence
starting from confirmed junctions with small match differences, which are more
likely to be correct matches. A junction in G′ can only be the confirmed corre-
spondence of a single junction in G. That is, good junctions and their immediate
neighbors are given priority in confirming their matches. This method resolves
the issue of multiple junctions in G matching the same junction in G′. This step
is implemented using a first-in-first-out list R of confirmed junctions. A con-
firmed junction u is removed from R. Then, for each matched neighbor v of
u, we first check if its correspondence c(v) is occupied by any confirmed junc-
tion. If there is, c(v) is discarded and v is designated as unmatched. Otherwise,
we verify the correspondence of v by its confirmed neighbor u. The distance
between junctions u and v connected by branch b is denoted as db(u, v). It is
defined as the length of branch b that connects them. We will confirm the cor-
respondence of v and add it to R if:
db(u, v)≈ dc(b)(c(u), c(v)) (3.13)
where c(u), c(v) ∈ G′ are the correspondence of junctions u, v ∈ G, and c(b) ∈
G′ is the corresponding branch of branch b ∈G (Figure 3.11). If confirmation is
possible, v is designated as confirmed. Otherwise, v is designated as unmatched.
All junctions in R are processed until R is empty again.
Step (c) After Step (b), some unconfirmed junctions may remain unconfirmed
because they are not reachable by a single branch. This step attempts to confirm
these unconfirmed junctions by considering paths of more than one branch. It is
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.11: Verification of the correspondence of a junction. (a) Junctions in
G. (b) Corresponding junctions in G′.
implemented using Breadth-First-Search (BFS). For each unconfirmed junction
v in increasing match difference, we apply BFS to look for a confirmed junc-
tion u that is nearest to v in terms of the number of branches. Let P(u, v) =
{b1, ..., bm} denotes the shortest path from u to v where b1 is connected to u
and bm is connected to v. and P′(c(u), c(v)) = {c(b1),..., c(bm)} is the corre-
sponding shortest path from c(u) to c(v). If the path difference d(P, P′) is small
enough, then confirm the correspondence of u and add it to R. The difference
between two paths is defined as:
d(P, P′) = α1|l(P)− l(P′)|+α2d(s(P), s(P′)) (3.14)
where α1, α2 are the coefficients to balance the weights of the length difference
and the shape difference. The path length l(P) is the sum of the lengths of
branches in P. As the shape of the branches can change from one frame to
the next, it is not necessary to compute detailed shape difference. Instead, the
overall shape difference is measured in terms of the branch angles:
d(s(P), s(P′)) = d(θ(b1),θ(c(b1)))+d(θ(bm),θ(c(bm))) (3.15)
If confirmation is possible, v is designated as confirmed. Otherwise, v is
designated as unmatched.
Step (d) After Step (c), additional matched junctions are confirmed. So, the
algorithm repeats at Step (b) to propagate the confirmation of correspondence
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.12: Junction estimation. (a) Junctions in G. (b) Corresponding junc-
tions in G′.
from these confirmed junctions. This process iterates until all unconfirmed junc-
tions are designated as either confirmed or unmatched.
After verification, mismatches with similar junction descriptors are discarded
and all junctions are either confirmed junctions or unmatched junctions. The lo-
cations of unmatched junctions are estimated in the next stage.
3.3.4 Estimation
For the tracking of the junctions is performed in adjacent frames, if the track-
ing of a junction is lost (unmatched) in a frame, this junction will not be tracked
in the remaining frames even it appears again. The lost of tracking happens due
to the noise in angiogram images. If the tracking algorithm does not track the
unmatched junctions, after some frames, only a small number of junctions are
left for tracking. To address this problem, our algorithm estimates the locations
of the unmatched junctions.
Similar to the verification stage, estimation of unmatched junctions makes
use of the junction graph. For an unmatched junction v in G, we find a con-
nected confirmed junction u with match c(u) along path P(u, v). To estimate the
location p of junction v, we trace along the corresponding path P′(c(u), p) in G′
such that d(P, P′) is small enough. The path difference measure is the same as
in Equation 3.14. If such a point p exists, a new junction is created and added
to the junction graph G′. The descriptor of junction v is used as that of the new
junction. Otherwise, the estimation fails and the algorithm will go on to next
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estimation. An example of estimation is illustrated in Figure 3.12. In this case,
the path P is a single branch b.






In this thesis, the input data is 6 sequences of angiogram images of a patient
captured in different time from different viewpoints. These images are from
the National University Hospital (NUH) in Singapore. The coronary arteries
in these six view points are shown in Figure 4.1. These are the standard view
points used in clinic practice for diagnosing the coronary artery disease. There
are around 50 frames for each sequence and each frame has a resolution of
512×512 pixels. All 6 sequences were sampled at 15 frames per second.
4.2 Experimental Results
The proposed junction tracking algorithm was tested on the 6 sequences of
angiogram images. The results are shown in Table 4.1. The first row of the table
gives the total number of junctions to be tracked in each sequence. The number
of junctions detected in the 6 sequences ranges from 15 to 45. The second and
third rows give the average and maximum duration (number of frames) in which
the junctions appeared. The maximum duration ranges from 12 to 39, and the
average duration ranges from 8.4 to 18.7. These results show that the angiogram
sequences vary significantly.
In practice, a small amount of incorrect tracking can often be tolerated by us-
ing robust methods. So, tracking accuracy of a junction was measured in terms
of the percentage of frames in which the junction was correctly tracked. The last
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s1 (R-30.2, C-15.6) s2 (R-0.3, C+39.5) s3 (L+47.2, C+19.9)
s4 (L+61.3, C-25.4) s5 (L+43.5, C+19.4) s6 (R-41.2, C+1.3)
Figure 4.1: Coronary artery in 6 different view points, labeled from s1 to s6.
The angles of the view points are given in the parentheses. L, R mean Left/Right
Anterior Oblique angle respectively and C represents the Caudal angle.
three rows in Table 4.1 give the percentage of junctions that are tracked correctly
in 100%, 90% and 80% of the frames in which they appeared respectively.
As shown in the table, for 4 of the 6 sequences, more than 86% of the junc-
tions were correctly tracked in at least 80% of the frames. For the other 2 se-
quences, 67% and 76% of the junctions were correctly tracked in at least 80%
of the frames. Overall, about 50% of the junctions were correctly tracked over
100% of the frames.
Two main factors contributed to the errors in junction tracking. The first
factor is that the coronary arteries appear to overlap in 2D angiogram images,
producing false junctions (Figure 4.2). As the heart beats, the arteries appear
to move over each other. Consequently, the overlapping pattern changes, caus-
ing the sudden appearance and disappearance of false junctions. To resolve this
problem, it is necessary to model the arteries as 3D structures whose 2D projec-
tions may overlap.
The second factor is due to the contrast agent. As the contrast agent enters
two or more branches of the arteries, a junction appears. As it flows through
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Table 4.1: Junction tracking results for 6 sequences.
S1 s2 s3 s4 s5 s6
# of
junctions
45 34 27 15 16 15
mean
duration
18.7 8.4 11.5 10.1 12.2 10.7
max
duration
39 29 30 12 19 20
80%-
correct
88.9 76.5 66.7 100.0 93.8 86.7
90%-
correct
68.9 67.6 44.4 66.7 68.8 66.7
100%-
correct
48.9 64.7 37.0 66.7 62.5 53.3
(a) (b)
Figure 4.2: Overlap of blood vessels produces false junctions. Heart motion
causes different parts of the blood vessels to overlap at different time, resulting
in sudden change of the characteristics of false junctions (white boxes).
and exits the arteries, a junction may disappear in such a manner that causes
the junction graph to break into two disconnected subgraphs (Figure 4.3 (a)),
or a new branch may form at an existing junction (Figure 4.3 (b)), changing the
characteristics of the junction. To handle this problem, it is necessary to perform
error-tolerant subgraph matching [27] of the augmented graphs to account for
the addition and deletion of branches and junctions. Error-tolerant subgraph
matching is known to be computationally expensive.
This two factors both result in significant change of the structure of the junc-
tion graph. Experimental results show that 70% of the tracking errors is due to
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.3: Flow of contrast agent causes apparent change of connectivity pat-
tern. (a) Junction graph is broken into two unconnected subgraphs. (b) An
additional branch is formed near junction 1.
overlapping of blood vessels and 30% is due to disappearance of contrast agent.
Our algorithm performs well when the structure of the blood vessels does
not have significant change in adjacent frames.. Tracking results of four frames
belonging to the same cardiac cycle in sequence 1 are shown in Figure 4.4 to
Figure 4.7. The results show that our algorithm can track junctions correctly
under significant change of image intensity and shape of the blood vessel.
The verification step in our algorithm assures the structural consistence of
tracking result. To examine its effectiveness, the tracking result with and without
the verification step is shown in Figure 4.8. As shown in the figure, without
the verification step, the junction 30 is mismatched to a junction with similar
branch angles and widths (Figure 4.8 (b)). With the verification, the mismatch
is discarded and the junction 30 is estimated correctly (Figure 4.8 (c)).
Figure 4.9 shows the tracking results with estimating and without estimat-
ing the missing junctions. As can be seen in the figure, only a few number of
junctions are left without estimating the missing junctions.
From the experiment results, it is concluded that our tracking algorithm can
track the blood vessel correctly and automatically even with significant change
of image intensity or shape of blood vessel. In addition, our algorithm is robust
to deal with the missing junctions in certain frames. However, the change in
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Figure 4.4: Start frame for tracking in sequence 1 (frame 30).
structure of blood vessels, that is, the junction graph, may interfere the perfor-
mance of our algorithm.
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Figure 4.5: Tracking result in frame 32 in sequence 1.
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Figure 4.6: Tracking result in frame 34 in sequence 1.
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Figure 4.7: Tracking result in frame 36 in sequence 1.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.8: Tracking results with and without verification. (a) The blood vessel
in the input frame. (b) Without verification: the junction 30 is mismatch. (c)




Figure 4.9: Tracking results with and without estimation after tracking for a few




Blood vessel tracking is an important step in 4D reconstruction of coronary
arteries. Existing blood vessel tracking methods, such as elastic skeleton method
and junction landmark method, can not handle the large shape change of the
blood vessels and they all require user interaction in the tracking process.
This thesis presented an algorithm that automatically extracts coronary arter-
ies in angiogram sequences and track the major junctions of the arteries within
each sequence. Junction is distinguished feature for blood vessel tracking. In
our algorithm, junctions are detected from the extracted blood vessel skeleton
automatically. The branch angles and widths of the junction are used as its de-
scriptor for junction tracking. An augmented graph is constructed to represent
the connectivity patterns of the arteries in each frame. It is used to disambiguate
between possible candidate matches, and to estimate the possible locations of
missing junctions. Moreover, our algorithm estimates the location of missing
junctions as a fallback on tracking failure.
Our algorithm tracks the junctions of blood vessels with a high accuracy.
Compared with existing methods, it works well against significant change in the
image intensity and the shape of blood vessels. In addition, it is more efficient
since the tracking is only applied to the set of junctions rather than the blood
vessels. Test results show that the algorithm can handle difficulties due to the
flow of contrast agent in the arteries and motion of the heart. It can track most
of the junctions correctly most of the time.
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